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Governor Charlie Baker spoke to reporters Monday, saying he was “not interested in accepting refugees from

Syria.”

Baker’s stance on refugees draws ire of
immigration groups

By Maria Sacchetti and Tracy Jan
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Governor Charlie Baker joined more than two dozen other governors Monday who said they did not
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want Syrian refugees to resettle in their states, citing security concerns after the deadly terrorist

attacks in Paris.

“I would say no as of right now,” Baker told reporters at the State House, shortly before he attended a

Thanksgiving luncheon honoring immigrants and refugees in Massachusetts. “No, I’m not interested

in accepting refugees from Syria.”

Baker’s remarks — a departure from September when he

signaled support for the refugees — earned swift rebuke

from immigrant advocates. Lawyers said under the Refugee

Act of 1980, governors cannot legally block refugees.

Around the country, the governors’ objections Monday

varied from the relatively careful concern voiced by Baker

to Governor Bobby Jindal’s issuance of an executive order

to prevent Syrian refugees from resettling in Louisiana.

Most of the governors opposing resettlement are Republicans, but New Hampshire’s Maggie Hassan,

a Democrat, also said the nation should stop accepting Syrian refugees altogether until officials can

ensure a strong process for vetting them.

Editorial: Baker, others
wrong
While security concerns are reasonable in the

wake of a terrorist attack, this knee-jerk
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 Some governors reject refugee plan

 Where Syrian refugees have settled

The resettlement of Syrians became a flashpoint after a series of attacks in Paris that killed about 130

people Friday, and a double suicide attack on Thursday that killed 43 people in Beirut.

On Monday, President Obama reiterated his commitment to resettling at least 10,000 Syrian refugees

over the next year — a relatively small number compared with European nations such as Germany,

which has accepted tens of thousands.

“The United States has to step up and do its part,” Obama

said in a speech at the Group of 20 Summit in Turkey.

Since October 2011, the United States has admitted 2,159

Syrian refugees into the country, according to the State

Department, including 72 in Massachusetts. After a year,

refugees can obtain a green card after undergoing more

background checks, and after five years they can apply for

US citizenship.

Under federal law, the president, after consulting with

Congress, sets the number of refugees admitted every year and the government works with the United

Nations and nonprofits to resettle refugees around the United States.

“Neither Massachusetts nor any other state can fence Syrian refugees out of the state,” said Laurence

Tribe, a Harvard constitutional law scholar. “We are a union and must sink or swim together.”

Syrian refugees accepted, by state
The U.S. admitted 2,159 refugees from Syria between Oct. 1, 2011 and Nov. 16, 2015. A look at where they have settled:
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A White House official said Monday that the United States accepts refugees only after subjecting

them to an extensive, rigorous security screening process — more stringent than any other category of

traveler to the country — to safeguard Americans from terrorists.

Mindful of the particular conditions of the Syria crisis, Syrian refugees go through yet additional

forms of security screening, the classified details of which have been briefed to Congress, a State

Department official said.

Baker’s remarks Monday came minutes before he addressed a Thanksgiving luncheon for immigrants

and refugees, including Syrians. Some expressed surprise at his stance, just weeks after he signaled

support for the idea of having some migrants relocate to the state .

“I certainly think the US ought to be part of the solution and believe most states would want to be

helpful if they could be,” Baker told reporters then.

But on Monday Baker said that for now he did not want Massachusetts to accept refugees from Syria

http://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2015/09/09/local-aid-groups-respond-refugee-crisis/VWZZp9Dy4x21AfOSehdwHL/story.html
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until he was certain that proper security checks were in place.

“I think at this point in time we would have to be very cautious about accepting folks without knowing

a lot more about what the federal government’s plan looks like and how it would actually be

implemented and executed,” he said.

“My view on this is the safety and security of the people of the Commonwealth of Mass. is my highest

priority,” he said. “So I would set the bar very high.’’

Mayor Martin J. Walsh — who was interviewed with Baker at the State House on Monday — agreed

that he wanted to know more about the federal government’s plan for reviewing incoming refugees.

“We would have to see the vetting process and what’s happening with the vetting process,” Walsh

said.

But later in the day, Walsh seemed to backtrack. “As a city and as a country it is not our custom to

turn our backs on people who are in need and who are innocent,” he said in a statement.

Several Massachusetts elected officials, all Democrats, urged the GOP governors to welcome refugees,

even as they stressed that the newcomers should be subject to the strictest security checks.

“We should not close our hearts or our doors to the women, children and families that are fleeing the

Middle East to escape war and the daily terror, violence and chaos it brings,” said Senator Edward

Markey, who has called on the United States to accept at least 65,000 Syrian refugees.

Representative William Keating declined to say whether Massachusetts should refuse to accept Syrian

refugees. But he called for tougher security in Europe and urged more sharing of information.

Mayor Joseph Petty of Worcester said several Syrian refugee families have settled in his city and

many are urgently trying to bring their families to join them in the United States. “We should

welcome people. We should do background checks,” Petty said. “It’s hard to become a refugee. It’s not

an easy process.”

More than 200,000 people have been killed in the war in Syria, where civilians have suffered

bombings and other attacks by the Islamic State as well as by their own president, Bashar Assad.

“It would be unfortunate if refugees are scapegoated rather than protected,” said Jana Mason, a
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spokeswoman for the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees in Washington.

At the Massachusetts Immigrant and Refugee Advocacy Coalition’s annual Thanksgiving luncheon

Monday, Amira Elamri, a Syrian seeking asylum in the United States with her husband and two

children, recalled that her family lived a “fancy lifestyle.” She was a preschool teacher. Her husband

ran a tourist agency.

Then in 2011 the war began. They sought refuge in a high-rise apartment building, climbing the stairs

to the 15th floor with her young children because they rarely had electricity.

“People in our building started to be killed, one by one,” she said.

She said her 67-year-old mother fled to Tunisia and wants a visa to visit her grandchildren, but she

hasn’t been able to get one. “They’re not allowed to be here, and I really do miss my mom,” she said,

choking up.

After her speech, she told reporters that not all Syrians are ISIS. “We are also attacked by ISIS,” she

said.

Where US governors stand on plans to accept Syrian refugees
Governors responding to security concerns that terrorists might enter as refugees are temporarily halting efforts to allow Syrian
refugees into their states.
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Matt Rocheleau, David Scharfenberg, Jon Chesto, and Brian MacQuarrie of the Globe staff contributed to this

report. Maria Sacchetti can be reached at maria.sacchetti@globe.com. Follow her on Twitter @MariaSacchetti.

Tracy Jan can be reached at tracy.jan@globe.com. Follow her on Twitter @TracyJan.
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A Northeastern University student who went missing in

November has been found dead. MORE...

Off Cape Ann, a rescue gone wrong
The Coast Guard is now considering a series of policy changes

that would be binding nationwide as a result of a fatal rescue

attempt. MORE...

Fast track from nobody to City Hall player
Under the new administration, Sean T. O’Donovan has

emerged as a fixer in Boston City Hall. MORE...

Green Line project could be priciest effort for
MBTA
The Green Line extension is on pace to be the most costly rail

expansion by mile in the transit agency’s recent history. MORE...

JFK: 50 YEARS LATER

Robert F. Kennedy saw conspiracy in JFK’s
assassination
Robert F. Kennedy took on some of the Kennedy

Administration’s hardest tasks, ones that created dangerous

foes, and after the assassination, RFK wondered if one of them

had done it. MORE...
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Mass. State Police to educate public on drones
The push comes after two flights coming into Logan Airport

reported seeing drones near them. MORE...

A dean faces a tall order: Making Harvard
more inclusive
“Following a tradition blindly or in an uncritical way is actually

antithetical to thinking,” Dean Rakesk Khurana said. MORE...

Arthur Puopolo, 87; barber’s shop was a step
back in time
Mr. Puopolo worked at the Court Square Styling Shop in

Boston for more than 40 years. MORE...

The cold reality of being homeless
There are more than 500 adults in the state who have chosen

to live outside during the winter. MORE...

Man allegedly drags state trooper while fleeing
Medford stop
Robert E. Aybar, 23, was stopped on Interstate 93 southbound at 10:18

a.m. Sunday. MORE...

Teen in critical condition after he is found shot in
Everett
Everett police said they discovered the victim along a bicycle and foot

path Sunday morning. MORE...
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Sanders draws 3,000 to Worcester rally
Presidential candidate Bernie Sanders talked at North High

School about closing the wage gap. MORE...

‘Our children can’t play in peace’
About 150 protesters traveled to TD Garden to protest last

month’s grand jury decision to not indict the police officer who

shot the 12-year-old Cleveland boy. MORE...

GLOBE  SPECIAL  REPORT

A life unraveling - The Boston Globe

Read More

Objections raised as courtrooms go digital
Court reporters could become the latest American workers

replaced by the inexorable advancement of technology. MORE...

Colorado prison ‘a high-tech version of hell’
The Supermax prison houses the worst of the worst. And

Dzhokhar Tsarnaev may soon call it home. MORE...
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Former student forces R.I. prep school to
confront its past
Decades after Anne Scott said she was abused by an athletic

trainer at St. George’s School, she demanded action — and

others are now coming forward. MORE...
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The life and times of Strider Wolf
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